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What The Fork Are You Eating?: An
Action Plan For Your Pantry And
Plate

It's labeled "natural," "grass-fed," or "free-roaming;" yet it might be anything but. It's time to find out
what you're actually eating...When yourÂ groceries are labeled â€œlow-fat,â€• â€œsugar-free,â€• and
even â€œnaturalâ€• and "antibiotic-free," itâ€™s easy to assume that youâ€™re making healthy
choices. Yet even some of those seemingly wholesome offerings contain chemical preservatives,
pesticides, and artificial flavors and coloring that negatively affect your health. In What the Fork Are
You Eating?, a practical guide written by certified chef and nutritionist Stefanie Sacks, MS, CNS,
CDN, we learn exactly what the most offensive ingredients in our food are and how we can remove
(or at least minimize)Â them in our diets. Sacks gives usÂ an aisle-by-aisle rundown of how to shop
for healthierÂ itemsÂ and create simple, nutritious, and delicious meals, including fifty original
recipes.
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I love how they break up every chapter by explaining what each ingredient is, why it's bad for you
and what to eat in its place. A great guide for busy people.

Indispensable! Practicable! Fun! Stefanie Sacks easy breezy writing style makes this book stand
apart from all others on the subject and a must read for anyone interested in living a healthier more
balanced lifestyle. She's an expert who speaks to the reader like a sister, best friend, cousin or dear
neighbor - concerned but without lecturing. I also like the fact that you can jump around from
chapter to chapter on subjects that interest you. An indispensable resource everyone should have
for themselves and those they care about. And it makes a great gift! Highly recommended.

This is the first book to comprehensively inform consumers about what is in their food A-Z, food
sourcing, how to become a smarter shopper and quick delicious recipes. Ms. Sacks's knowledge in
nutritional science, cooking and food politics dishes up a recipe for eating a healthier diet.

What I loved most was the fact that her goal is to meet you exactly where you are at. This isn't any
kind of pushy diet plan. She just wants you to make informed choices, simple as that. The
information is completely digestible even though the topics would be otherwise overwhelming
without her guidance. With most "healthy eating" books you are always left with the now what
thought, but this offers better for you brands, a fork ton of recipes, and other resources to help you
afterwards . I cannot tell you how many times I have referenced this book while shopping!

This is a book that condenses a ton of information about the history of food and how it got to where
it is now and what we need to know to make our own food choices. The book speaks in a tone that
is inclusive, informative and honest. It's the best book I've come across yet that puts everything you
need to know in one totally readable source. It's going to be a reference bible for me for a long time.
Worth every penny!

This is an awesome, no-nonsense guide to avoiding the bad stuff (chemical additives,
preservatives, gmo ingredients, etc) and replacing it with good. Stefanie's discussion of each bad
ingredient explains simply why you should be concerned, citing scientific facts, without feeling
overwhelming or fear-mongering.Not only is this book a great guide for food-makeover beginners,
but it's also beneficial for those who closely follow the subject of wellness. Stefanie adds informative
historical context to each of the topics to help you understand not only how to avoid the bad stuff,
but also how it's found it's way into our food system in the first place. She shines a light on areas of
our food system that need change and what you can do TODAY to avoid harmful ingredients

sneaking their way onto your plate.

A panoply of information for anyone seeking to eat more consciously. Stefanie Sacks leads us
through informative chapters dealing with all aspects of today's foodscape. If you want to rehab your
kitchen pantry and learn how to put simple yet delicious and nutritious meals on your table, this is
the book for you. A go-to resource for every kitchen!

I would rather spend my money on quality, organically grown vegetables and fruits, whole grains
and humanely raised and properly fed food than a doctor and a pharmacy. This amazing book is a
complete blueprint to accomplish this mission. I will be buying copies for all my family and friends.
Loved it, easy to read and understand.
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